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Confounding the Colonel on Kedar Dome

'Where are the rest of your team?' asked the Colonel.
'Er... there are just the two of us,' I hesitatingly replied.
'I see,' said the Colonel in a manner that made it plain that all he saw

were two fools lost in the Himalaya. He continued his interrogation.
'How many bolts do you have?'
'Bolts?' I was really confused now.
'The Hungarians used 10 bolts and 95 pegs.' The Colonel was referring

to Atilla Ozsvath and Szedbo who in 1989 had been the fIrst team to breach
the great east face of Kedar Dome in India's Gangotri region.

'I have their topo here, I think you should look.' The Colonel's fInger
jabbed triumphantly at the gear list. We'd only brought a couple of pegs
and as for a bolt kit, if we'd brought that along we'd be banned from drinking
in our local pub for life.

'The Hungarians fIxed one thousand metres of rope. How many ropes
do you bring?' The Colonel was playing his fInal ace and he knew it.

'We only have two, we try to climb alpine style,' I tried to explain.
The Colonel nodded his head and smiled as though he'd solved the fmal

question in this puzzle.
'We will return next year to make second ascent of the Hungarian route.

We have 14 members in our team. I do not think east face Kedar Dome is
possible alpine style. But I wish you good luck.'

The fIrst time I saw a picture of Kedar Dome's east face was in Jan Babicz's
neat little guidebook Peaks & Passes of the Garhwal Himalaya. The photo was
relatively dark and indistinct but there was no doubting the sheer bulk of
the granite face rising more than 2000 metres in height. Even more striking,
however, was Babicz's comment, 'The massif seems to be most interesting
from the side of the Ghanohim glacier above which rises, the only one of
this kind, the monolithic east face of Kedar Dome. It probably constitutes
the biggest alpine problem in the Gangotri region.'

I knew about the Hungarians Ozsvath and Szedbo's 1989 route, a superb
near-free climb up the central spur of the face, and hoped to head out there
to attempt my own line. But as the years ticked by I got side-tracked by
other mountains. In the meantime the strong Polish trio of Jacek Fluder,
Janusz Golab and Stanislav Piecuch added a big-wall style route on the
blank right-hand side of the face. Largely serious aid climbing, like the
Hungarian, the Polish route ended at the top of the rock difficulties, leaving
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11. Tim beneath the giant east face of Kedar Dome. The left-hand line
shows their new route up the south-east pillar. The other two lines are
1. Hungarian 1989 and 2. Polish 1999. (fan Pame!!)
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the 500m corniced ridge untouched to the summit. Finally my chance came
when a fellow Brit, Kevin Thaw, invited me to join him on an attempt in
the autumn of 2006. Unfortunately, within weeks of the invite, Kevin had
to pull out with work commitments.

Every other Himalayan partner I could think of seemed to be booked up
when fate stepped in. Visiting my friend Tim Emmett, I began moaning
about my lack of partners when Tim piped up that he would like to go.
I must admit I was initially taken aback. Tim's alpine climbing resume
amounted to one single route. A solitary one-day ascent in the Alps seemed
little preparation for something this big in the Himalaya. But then Tim is
no ordinary climber. He seems to be able to excel in whatever vertical
discipline he turns his hand to. Onsighting 8a sport climbs, dodging death
on E9 gritstone routes, taking deep-water soloing ever and ever higher and
floating up mixed and ice routes around the world, little seemed to slow
him down. Crucially, rather than these high numbers, Tim's attitude
reassured me that he would be a solid partner. If ever there was an Olympic
competition for most motivated person, Tim would run away with the gold
medal; he's surely the most psyched climber in the world. I knew his positive
attitude would be a real benefit, particularly when the going inevitably got
tough as it always does on any big climb.

Arriving at Sudoban, our base camp a day's trek beyond Tapovan, it
was easy to see why Kedar Dome has been largely overlooked in recent
years in favour of the higher profile Gangotri testpieces of Meru's Sharksfin
and Thalay Sagar's north face. From this angle Kedar looks little more
than an oversized snow dome, in fact its voie normale, the west face, is a
fairly popular ski descent. A four-hour walk further up the glacier reveals
Kedar's split personality. Roughly 2000m high, the east face is the antithesis
of its snowy west side. Frankly, it is brutally intimidating and I began to
wonder whether the Indian Army colonel might have been right to doubt
my alpine-style plans. Surely I should have been here with a large team of
Himalayan veterans, not a complete alpine novice? Viewing that great bulk
of granite through binoculars, desperately trying to piece together a route
from its half cracks, bulging aretes and smooth walls, it gradually became
obvious that Tim's mountain naivety would prove to be a great asset rather
than a hindrance. Where I saw gaps in our line Tim saw possibilities and
where I could only spot time-consuming aid, he saw exciting freeclimbing
challenges. Tim convinced me that our proposed line would go free,
although deep down I still harboured doubts. The final section of the central
800m granite wall, in particular, looked overhanging in places and if the
crack systems didn't link up, the face was so blank there would be no other
options but retreat from 1600m up - a descent which we wouldn't have
enough equipment to manage safely.

After one false start, when snow started to fall as soon as our alarm went
off at ABC, we finally set out in early evening for the face. The late start
was planned, hoping that climbing in the cool of the night would ensure
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the long initial ice couloir was properly frozen and aiming to minimize any
stonefall from the face above. What we hadn't realised, however, was that
just getting to the start of the couloir would prove to be one of the crux
sections of the climb. Hidden from our previous recce, the first 200m of
the climb involved rock so bad you'd hesitate to use it for kitty litter. Loose
and rotting scree had to be climbed with a pedalling motion just to stay
stationary on this continually moving slag heap. Gear was virtually non
existent, with the hardest section having to be climbed without belays. It
was just as well we were climbing at night because if we'd been able to see
the full reality of how serious this section was we would have given up
there and then.

Things calmed down when we finally accessed the couloir and the icy
mush allowed progress closer to 'normal' alpine climbing. Still dawn light
was breaking when we finally reached a spot where we could get the tent
up. Above the couloir the fun really began. Pure rock climbing on excellent
granite led us into the heart of the wall. At first easy, we followed huge
flakes 30 or 40 metres long but at rimes narrowing to only three or four
centimetres. Gradually piecing together these features involved more airy
friction climbing, padding across blank slabs. As the wall steadily steepened,
finding these connections became more of a challenge but moving
methodically and patiently we'd always find the missing links. After two
days and about 600 metres of ground rarely harder than French 6a, we
swung round into the upper bowl of the face. It was here that the face
began to show its teeth. Above us the upper wall reared vertical, or in the
case of one possibility we'd spied, an an~te took on the form of a huge
ship's prow, overhanging on all sides. I was beginning to wonder if my trust
in Tim's enthusiasm that the line would all work out had perhaps been
misplaced when we spotted a solitary weakness to the right. Two slim
corners pierced the blankness, seemingly linked by a huge hanging icicle.
It looked like it might go.. We had no option left but to try as neither of us
even wanted to contemplate a descent from this height.

The turning point of that top wall came on pitch 20 as Tim headed up
toward a blank corner capped by a huge hanging icicle that wouldn't be out
of place on some M route in Cogne. I pondered on whether we could give
our Kedar line a grade of M25, the longest hardest mixed climb in the
world? We might get away with it, as surely you wouldn't get the mixed
boys hobbling in their fancy modern ice boots all the way to this corner of
India for the repeat. It's a strange experience belaying on a pitch like this.
For the first 20 minutes or so, there's a relief that you're not on the sharp
end, and rather than having to face the fear, you can look around, snap
away with your camera and soak up 1500 metres of exposure. Then
gradually the novelty of your surroundings begins to pale as the circulation
to your legs is cut off by the hanging belay. The rope's progress stalls to
mere centimetres every other minute while perversely the cold shadows
race towards you as the sun dips out of sight.



12. Day 3. 5600m. Tim following across the perfect granite slabs that
characterised the central section of the route. (fan Pame/£)



13. Day 4. 5700m. Tim leading against a backdrop of blue skies. Although
by afternoon this would be filled with clouds, the weather held throughout
our climb. (fan Pame!!)



14. Day 4. 5800m. Tim starting a typical pitch, weaving through ice pitches
before heading across blank slabs. (fan Pamel!)



15. Day 6. 6250m. Tim following the twin corner which was the only
real weakness through the steep blank final wall. (fan Pamel!)

In between belay aerobics I often fell into the temptation of cursing Tirn.
Why was he taking so long? How hard could it be? And why didn't he just
grab the gear, cheat and get us out of here? What I didn't know was that
Tim was battling his way up what would prove to be the hardest pitch of
the climb. Perhaps at the local crag in pleasant sunshine you'd give this
pitch French 6c but here with frozen fingers, a rucksack on and fighting for
breath at 6l50m, it was to quote Tim 'the hardest pitch I'd ever on-sighted'.

The sun had long left the face when I eventually joined Tim at the belay.
Groaning under the weight of our 'followers' rucksack, I had at least warmed
up a bit. Tirn was gradually turning into a human icicle. Up until this point
the route had been remarkably kind to us. While all day we'd climb through
smooth walls and steep cracks with few ledges even to squat, each evening
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would find us finishing next to a reasonable snow patch or flat piece of
gravel on which we were able to hack out decent tent platforms. This fifth
night, however, we weren't to be so lucky. Tim, an open-bivouac virgin,
began to panic, wondering out loud about hanging all night in his harness.
But with an hour's digging we eventually excavated two scoops about 6m
apart. Tim was really earning his Himalayan apprenticeship on this route.

I've heard it argued that due to some unknown law of alpinism, climbers
get the pitches they deserve. Our Kedar climb could give credence to that
theory. While the day before, Tim, the rock technician, got the beautiful
intricate crux, I was left with a series of grovelling corners, made even
more entertaining by the increasing quantity of ice that was building up on
the rock. To cap it all, not only did I have to slither my way up something
perhaps closer to a mixed climb in rock shoes, but with Tim's great lead on
the crux, we'd managed the route so far all free without falls; the pressure
was on for me to keep up the clean sheet.

Knees have always been important in my climbing. They're something
you rarely see mentioned in the text books but I feel are seriously underrated
for those crucial moves, the 'emergency udge' and 'the last-second scrabble'.
Those last pitches required all the desperation techniques I'd learnt over
the years and by the time I'd managed the final jams between ice and rock
my knees were cut raw. But somehow I hadn't fallen off and we'd climbed
the full I SOOm wall free and on-sight.

There was only the 'minor' matter of SOOm of corniced ridge left to the
summit. It's tempting to dismiss this section of many routes. After all, such
snow plodding is technically trivial compared with the rock climbing that
had gone before. Both the Hungarians and Poles had reached this point
and called it good; 'lowering off at the end of the technical difficulties'
seems to be the usual phrase. But the fact that these final metres come at
the end of the climb, after all that cumulative effort and fatigue, means that
even seemingly easy ground can prove very taxing. Just below the summit,
the ridge opened out offering us a quicker option to access our descent
down the west flank. I guess this was where the difference between myself
as old style mountaineer and Tim as young gun alpinist showed a little as I
insisted on dragging my tired partner over a long succession of false summits
to finally reach the very top of Kedar Dome. We had been lucky enough to
be the first to reach this summit from the east side, the first to climb
successfully in pure alpine style and the first to climb all free. I:d love to
have met the Colonel on the summit and asked him what he thought?

Summary: An account of the first ascent of the south-east pillar of Kedar Dome
(6830m), Garhwal Himalaya, India, 2-8 October 2006.
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